Hendrik Veder Group is a Netherlands based company active in steel wire and fibre rope products and services. We have a strong foothold within Europe and supply globally to satisfy our clients’ needs.

Hendrik Veder Group is committed to quality, training, service, safety and working as partners to provide solutions. Our products have stood the test of time, enabling us to quickly adapt to any situation in today’s marketplace.

We like to be challenged to provide products, solutions and services that are significant to offshore, maritime and many other industries.

**ACTIVITIES**

We understand the various regulations and guidelines regarding lifting, towing, mooring, rigging and lashing equipment. We are renowned for providing superior quality products and services that guarantee your safety.

- Wholesale of steel wire rope.
- Production of single-laid wire rope slings, superloop up to 128 mm - MBL 1156 t.
- Production of heavy lifting products, like steel wire rope cable-laid and grommet slings.
- Production & sales of lifting/towing/mooring equipment.
- Production and sales of fibre rope.
- Services, including proof load & break load testing, spooling, inspection, installation, reconditioning and overhaul.

**CERTIFICATIONS**

The classification societies we work with are:

- ABS
- DNV-GL
- LR
- CCS
- ClassNK
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

PRODUCTS

Steel wire rope
Wire ropes up to 154 mm in diameter, in various constructions and tensile strengths, are available worldwide from our warehouses across Europe. These include, but are not limited to, the following:

- 6-strand (all kinds)
- 8-strand
- Non-rotating
- Forestry ropes
- Elevator ropes
- Small cords
- High performance wire ropes
- Stainless steel

Slings
Grommets & cable-laid slings
Single-laid slings (one or multi leg)
Heavy lifting synthetic slings
Pipe slings
DNV container slings

Wire rope accessories
Thimbles
Sockets
Wirelock

Lifting & rigging gear
Shackles
Links
Hooks
Turnbuckles
Load binders
Hoists (all types)
Lifting points
Blocks & sheaves
Lifting clamps
Swivels
Synthetic slings

Mooring & towing
Chains & anchors
Mooring assemblies
Mooring ropes
Towing shoes/sleeves

Fibre rope
Dyneema®-based
Polyester/Polypropylene
Polyester
Nylon
Polypropylene
Manila

SERVICES
We have been providing onsite and in-house services for decades. The key to being an ideal partner is a combination of skilled people, thorough processes & procedures and state-of-the-art equipment.

- Spooling and reeving steel wire & fibre rope
- Crane inspection & proof load testing
- Steel wire rope lubrication
- Certification of lifting/towing equipment
- In-house proof & break loading (from 80 to 1,400 t)
- Onsite non-destructive testing
- Reconditioning & overhaul of lifting equipment
- Lifeboat & rescue boat surveys

LOCATIONS
Rotterdam (HQ) | Moerdijk | The Netherlands
Sheffield | Aberdeen | United Kingdom
Stavanger | Norway
Beauchamp | France
Wtoclawek | Poland
Oudewater [G. van der Lee] | The Netherlands

CONTACT
Phone: +31 (0) 10 299 23 44
Email: info@hendrikvedergroup.com
www.hendrikvedergroup.com